
WINDOWS
There are currently 3 di�erent types of windows - wood, aluminum & vinyl.
There are some windows missing entirely and some missing the top or
bottom panel.

Scope of work: We would like to replace all windows to vinyl.

Reason: Windows cannot be repaired.

Note* Neighbors on each side of subject property have vinyl windows.
(Pictures Bellow)



WOOD INTERIOR, ALUMINUM EXTERIOR

















ALUMINUM INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

VINYL





DETERIORATION TO EXISTING WINDOWS









Neighbors on each side currently have all vinyl windows:

1407 BAGLEY



1413 & 1415 BAGLEY



SPECS FOR PROPOSED NEW WINDOWS:
*Sizes in these specs of course will be according to each window

























-Some windows only contain the upper sash while others retain both the lower and upper.
-No windows have been reduced in size or had any modifications. All window openings are as
they were when we purchased the property.
-We did not plan for all windows to go back to their original size, but if vinyl is approved we can
work on matching the original sizing if this is what is preferred/required.

GUTTERS
Missing gutters and damaged gutters throughout.

Scope: We would like to install 5” black seamless aluminum gutters where
there are currently none, and paint current ones in black (B-19)
Size of current gutters: 5”



Would like to install similar to this:







-Gutter downspouts will be installed in the same locations as they were in
the original design of the house back in 1884. Photo above.

GARAGE
Garage exterior is currently plywood. There are holes and patches
throughout which makes it unsecured. We would like to add new vinyl
siding which will match the house.

We will repair the current garage door if repairable, if not we will need to
replace it with the same style and keep it white.

Size of current garage door: 16x8





If replacement is required, would like to replace with this:

-The exposed plywood on the exterior is installed directly on top of the
framing. There is no siding underneath
-We will remove the current pedestrian door as it’s just plywood, rotted at
bottom corner and no proper hole for a door knob, and we will replace
with a new exterior aluminum door





SOFFITS/FASCIA
There is currently damage and deterioration to the so�ts/fascia. Will need
to replace it. Current materials used are wood and materials for



replacement will also be wood.



Size of current fascia: 1x6
Size of current so�t: 14’x5’x4”
Replace all so�t and Fascia in the same size and material of current which
is wood.



FRONT PORCH
There is a lot of deterioration to the front porch currently and it is not
structurally sound or safe. We will do an “in kind” repair.







Size of current porch: 14’x5’



Size of elements to current porch:





Materials for porch repair:
-Will use current wooden rails/wooden posts/wooden balusters. Will sand
and paint them
-Wood so�t & fascia
-Pressure treated wood for the floor 1x4





-Pressure treated lumber for porch beam support 2x12











Colors for porch repair:
-Wood floor - light bluish grey (C-1)
-Railing/posts/balusters - grayish olive green (B-11)
-So�t & fascia - grayish olive green (B-11)

-According to our experience with the building department, if the current
porch is grandfathered in we will do an in-kind repair, save the existing
elements and make it structurally sound. If we cannot repair, to our
knowledge the building department will work with the Historic
Commission's requirements while also making sure the porch be built up to
code. We will build the new porch according to the original design dated
1884, while also installing a rail which is required by code. The rail we will
use is in the picture above.
-The colors we would like to use are listed above.
-The current front and back exterior doors will be retained.

SIDING
The siding is not in good condition. There are many spots around all sides
of the house that are damaged or missing and not repairable. We would
like to replace it with vinyl siding of an approved color.





Scope: New siding will be installed in the color of A:7 Bluish Gray





’k





-The original wood siding underneath is deteriorating and cannot be
repaired, or it is missing entirely. Photos above shows this.
-The scalloped siding at top of the house will be retained. This is the only
location on the house where there is decorative siding.
-New vinyl siding will retain exposure of current wood window casings if we
cannot replace with vinyl.
-Between the foundation of the house and ground is a metal/aluminum
material. We have checked several places online and were unable to find
anything similar to match.


